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TV3
8TV
NTV7
TV9
CJ WOW SHOP
TONTON

MEDIA PRIMA
TELEVISION NETWORKS
More than just TV

21.6%* 6.2%* 2.5%*
“THE GROWING ACCESS TO A MYRIAD
OF MOBILE DEVICES HAS ENABLED
US TO BE ONLINE ANYWHERE AND
ANYTIME, CONSUMING CONTENT ONTHE-GO. WE ACKNOWLEDGE THAT
VIEWERSHIP IS NO LONGER LIMITED TO
TELEVISION SCREENS, AND THERE ARE
REVENUE OPPORTUNITIES WHEN WE
EMPOWER CONSUMERS WITH CONTROL
AND CHOICE.”

4.3%* 1.2 million
CUSTOMERS

36.8%

INCREASE IN NEW
CUSTOMERS

* Nielsen Malaysia Television Audience Reach
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Hael Husaini came out on top at Anugerah Juara
Lagu 32 which recorded 6.1 million television viewers
and 350,000 viewers on digital platforms

The way we consume media is
continuously changing with the passing
of time. Viewing habits have seen a
seismic shift to digital streaming as it
offers audiences advantages such as
greater choice, flexibility, and mobility
at lower costs. The rise of digital media
consumption, however, does not mean
that traditional media is no longer
relevant.
As Malaysia’s leading television
network and the largest local digital
media player, Media Prima Television
Networks (“MPTN”) has the capabilities to
synergise the best from both traditional
and digital realms to deliver a unique
experience to our audiences, as well
as effective campaigns for clients. Our
ability to capture large audiences on
television and online has also enabled
us to successfully venture into consumer
revenue.
To champion our mission, it is important
to defend our leadership position in the
television industry in tandem with our
digital and commerce goals.

Nur was the most talked about drama in 2018

CONTENT DEMOCRATISATION
The growing access to a myriad of
mobile devices has enabled us to be
online anywhere and anytime, consuming
content on-the-go. We acknowledge
that viewership is no longer limited to
television screens, and there are revenue
opportunities when we empower
consumers with control and choice.
We did this nine years ago when we
launched tonton, an over-the-top
platform that gives viewers access to all
their favourite shows from MPTN across
multiple digital platforms. Since then, we
have been inspired by tonton’s popularity
and explored different ways to reach
consumers digitally.
2018 was a big year for MPTN as we
went platform-agnostic in an effort to
democratise our content. We entered
into strategic collaborations with
YouTube and Dailymotion which sees all

our content available on these renowned
streaming platforms. We are confident
that the popularity of our local content
and access to large audiences beyond
Malaysia makes this a win-win situation
for all. About 80% of Malaysian online
video consumption is via YouTube while
Dailymotion reaches over 300 million
monthly unique users worldwide.
Since entering into these collaborations,
we have generated greater revenue
through programmatic advertising. This
inspired us to pivot tonton’s business
to an advertising-driven model. Today,
tonton is offered to Malaysians for
free. By embedding the YouTube and
Dailymotion players across tonton’s
platforms, we are also able to reduce
operational costs and reach a wider
audience.
The success of these collaborations
is reflected in our numbers — Media
Prima’s platforms recorded a total of 1.1
billion total views on YouTube in 2018.
In December 2018, TV3 was given the
YouTube Gold Award for being one of
the 16 YouTubers in Malaysia that had
reached 1 million subscribers and 120
million video views monthly.

DRIVING CONSUMER REVENUE
MPTN’s ability to capture large audiences
serves as one of the key drivers to
the success of CJ WOW SHOP which
amassed a total of 1.2 million customers
by the end of 2018. This segment
registered total sales of RM213.1 million
for 2018, a 65% increase from RM129.5
million recorded for 2017.
CJ WOW SHOP reached many
milestones throughout the year to
become the fastest-growing home
shopping company in Malaysia with
presence across four television channels,
on the web, and on mobile devices.
We have also diversified our audience
reach. Due to the popularity of CJ WOW
SHOP’S Mandarin Segment, we launched
its live-Mandarin show in 2018.
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CJ WOW SHOP celebrated reaching its one millionth
customer with the “WOW in a Million” tour across
Malaysia

In April 2018, we celebrated our second
anniversary with a home shopping
carnival that set a sales record on the first
day with orders three times higher than
our daily average customer orders.
To celebrate reaching our 1 millionth
customer, we launched the ‘WOW In A
Million’ campaign in September 2018
with special back-to-back live shows. We
also launched an in-house call centre
to cater to our growing customer base,
and WOW Rewards to reward existing
customers and win over new ones to use
our platform.
We will allocate more broadcast hours
and resources for CJ WOW SHOP, as well
as grow its online and mobile presence.
We are cautiously optimistic that this
segment will break even in 2019.

DEFENDING OUR TELEVISION
DOMINANCE
For over three decades, MPTN has
delivered award-winning entertainment
and news content to Malaysians across
our four television channels TV3, 8TV,
ntv7 and TV9. After all, we exist to
keep our audiences well-informed and
entertained. To do that, staying relevant
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is crucial to our business and we are
constantly revisiting the way we create
and distribute content.

that Buletin Utama has recorded an
average reach of 3.8 million viewers per
episode in January 2019.

2018 saw MPTN’s four channels
reaffirming their dominance in the
television space. We closed the year
with a combined audience share of
34.5% compared to 34.2% in 2017. TV3
remained strong as Malaysia’s mostwatched channel with a 21.6% audience
share, as well as the most-watched local
channel on Malaysia’s largest pay-TV
service with a 24.4% audience share
on the platform. 8TV also stayed strong
among its target audience with a 30%
share of the Chinese audience. To add
another feather to our cap, the majority
of the top 10 programmes with the
highest viewership throughout 2018
were from our television channels.

In digital, the democratisation of our
content on various platforms has fuelled
audience growth — TV3’s YouTube page
@TV3malaysia recorded 1.4 million
subscribers and was awarded the
YouTube Gold Award for being one of
the 16 YouTubers in Malaysia to reach
1 million subscribers with 120 million
video views monthly in December 2018.

This momentum persisted to the point
where MPTN’s share of television
audience increased from 34.5% to
37.7% in January 2019 on the back of
strong viewership for the Akasia slot and
Buletin Utama. TV3 alone increased its
viewership share from 21% to 27% in the
same month.
MPTN’s broadcast leadership is
supported by our popular awards
shows, drama series, reality television
programmes, documentaries, and news
bulletins that Malaysians know and love.
It is the quality and appeal of our content
that sets us apart from competitors.
In broadcast news, our TV3’s flagship
programme, Buletin Utama, recorded
5.3 million in daily viewership reach — an
uptrend since the first quarter of 2018.
The strong performance indicates that
it has remained the preferred choice for
television news among Malaysians. The
month of the 2018 Malaysian General
Elections saw our news programmes
garner a total 400 million viewership —
this reflects a frequency of an average
of 23.5 times viewership by 17 million
people, and an increase of almost 40%
viewership compared to prior months.
This growth continued on so much so

New technologies have also enabled
us to deliver content in innovative ways
to strengthen our connection with
audiences. In 2018, we harnessed the
power of technology and social media to
enhance the way we reach audiences for
our annual awards show, Anugerah Juara
Lagu 32 (“AJL32”), which until today,
remains an important event in Malaysia’s
entertainment industry.
The 32nd edition of the awards show
recorded an increase in television
viewership with over 6.1 million viewers.
On digital, more than 350,000 viewers
live-streamed the event on tonton, xtra,
and our YouTube channel, that recorded
a 121% viewership increase compared
to the previous edition. Online, AJL32
was the top trending topic locally with
over 6.1 million social media users
tagging ‘#AJL32’ throughout the event’s
live telecast. On YouTube alone, AJL32
accumulated more than 26 million
viewers to date.
Leading up to the awards night in
February 2018, we organised AJL32
Pentas Bergerak to generate buzz
online. This was a first-of-its-kind guerilla
marketing stunt that involved up-andcoming Malaysian singers and YouTube
celebrities performing AJL32’s finalist
songs on board the Klang Valley’s Mass
Rapid Transit cars. AJL32 Pentas Bergerak
recorded over 31 million in combined
audience reach across social media,
television, and digital channels while the
hashtag, #AJL32, was used over 69,000
times in one hour during the campaign.
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Our other award shows also grabbed
more eyeballs in 2018. The live telecast
of Anugerah Bintang Popular Berita
Harian 31 recorded an increase in
television viewership to 6 million viewers
and 1 million viewers across digital
platforms. Anugerah Skrin 2018 had a
record viewership of 5.2 million and a
total of 721,000 viewers on YouTube.
Over 5.3 million television viewers
watched Drama Festival Kuala Lumpur
2018 with 106,000 viewers streaming the
awards show on YouTube.
Beyond our live-shows, our drama slots,
namely Akasia, Samarinda, and Lestary,
have also attracted large audiences
throughout 2018. Titles such as Jangan
Benci Cintaku, Teratai Kemboja, and
Nur, were among the most followed
dramas of the year on television and
online, reaching as high as 12 million in
audience reach.
Other shows that enjoyed high
viewership include our reality television
programmes, Bintang Bersama Bintang
2018, Mentor Otai 2018, and I Can See
Your Voice Malaysia.
To fulfil the needs of passionate
Malaysian football fans, TV9 continues to
be the home for Malaysian football that
includes Piala Malaysia, Piala FA Malaysia
and Liga Super Malaysia as well as Piala
Sumbangsih.
Chinese content remains popular among
Malaysians with 8TV commanding
29.7% of Chinese audiences. The top 20
programmes among Chinese audiences
for 2018 were all on 8TV and ntv7. The
most watched programmes include the
drama My Sensei Nyonya, the reality
game show The Z Power, and Behind the
Scam.

BEYOND TELEVISION
We continued to execute on-ground
events to attract our fans and allow
participating advertisers to promote their
products and services. In 2018, a total
of 1.5 million visitors thronged Karnival

Jom Heboh (“KJH”) which was held in
Kuala Lumpur, Kedah, Pulau Pinang, and
Johor. On digital, 6,501 people used
the #JomHeboh2018 hashtag on social
media. This shows the overwhelming
response and success of KJH as a
positive indication and momentum for
MPTN. Another ground event, Anggun
Life, was held in Selangor and Johor, and
had garnered over 500,000 visitors.
Apart from KJH, TV3 and ntv7
collaborated with The Lazada 11.11
Shopping Festival that was livestreamed on Lazada’s mobile app and
on our channels. This collaboration
garnered high volumes of e-commerce
transactions exceeding 3,000
transactions a minute at the peak on
the Lazada website. Nearly 4.5 million
Malaysians tuned-in on television to the
star-studded programme staged at the
Axiata Arena, with almost 7,000 people
witnessing the show live.

MOVING FORWARD
Our 2018 numbers indicate that in an era
of digital, Malaysia’s television industry
remains robust and resilient, while our
brands continue to be an important
feature in Malaysian homes.
This is reflected in the awards we won —
ntv7 and 8TV took home nine trophies
at the 4th Asia Rainbow TV Awards in
China. 8TV’s drama, Beautiful World —
Husband, took home three trophies for
‘Best Comedy’, ‘Best Comedy Actor’ (Jack
Yap), and ‘Best Comedy Actress’ (Wayne
Cai), while its scriptwriter Moo Siew Keh
was honoured with ‘Best Script Writer’
award. Beautiful World — Crow’s leading
actress Louisa Chong won ‘Best Actress’,
while Emily Chan won ‘Best Supporting
Actress’ for 8TV’s drama Growth Behind
The Sun.

– Home-Grown: AJL32 Pentas Bergerak
and Best Event – PR/Guerrilla Marketing
Stunt: AJL32 Pentas Bergerak. Our
bronze award includes Best Event – Use
of Bloggers/Influencers: Gegaria Fest.
A total of 16 films, 12 telemovies, and six
drama series were nominated for various
categories at Anugerah Skrin 2018. We
bagged 21 awards in total while Pendosa
Ingin Ke Syurga, a tear-jerker about a
man seeking redemption for his sins,
became the big winner.
On top of that, we have come out as the
Media Owner of the Year for the second
consecutive year at the 2018 edition of
The Spark Awards for Media Excellence,
on the back of 12 trophies won by MPTN
from the same awards event.
Moving into 2019, we believe we can
buoy our traditional television business
while venturing aggressively into digital
territories. However, we expect the
challenges affecting media companies
worldwide will continue to affect not only
our traditional business, but our digital
assets as well due to increased global
competition.
As a preparation for the pervasive
migration to the digital broadcasting
landscape in 2019, we have successfully
launched all of our television stations
on myFreeview. This effort is expected
to improve our television coverage from
85% to 100% nationwide.
Overall, we are cautiously optimistic that
our transformation initiatives to synergise
our digital and traditional businesses
will enable us to continue delivering
something unique that sets us apart from
competitors. To maintain our television
dominance, investment in technology
and content will remain the top priority to
satisfy our audience’s insatiable needs.

We also walked away with three silvers
and a bronze at the Marketing Events
Awards 2018 for our two ground events,
Gegaria Fest and AJL 32 Pentas Bergerak.
Our team won silver for Best Event –
Consumer: Gegaria Fest, Best Event
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NEW STRAITS TIMES
BH
HARIAN METRO
FULLAMARK
MIND CAMPUS
HIJAB & HEELS

NSTP
Your leading digital publisher

4.0 million 3.8 million
“NSTP’S TRANSFORMATION INVOLVES A
DRAMATIC SHIFT IN THE WAY WE THINK
AND THE STRATEGIES WE ADOPT, TO
EVOLVE TO A DIGITAL-FIRST MINDSET
THAT COMPLEMENTS OUR PRINT
OPERATIONS. WE HAVE IMPLEMENTED
NEW WAYS TO DELIVER NEWS ACROSS
OUR RENOWNED BRANDS, AND TO
EFFECTIVELY ENGAGE WITH OUR
READERS AND ADVERTISERS.”
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AVERAGE MONTHLY
UNIQUE VISITORS

1.7 million

AVERAGE MONTHLY
UNIQUE VISITORS

AVERAGE MONTHLY
UNIQUE VISITORS
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The New Straits Times Press (Malaysia)
Berhad (“NSTP”) has a long history of
delivering award-winning and credible
journalism to Malaysians through our
flagship brands, the New Straits Times
(“NST”), Berita Harian (“BH”), and Harian
Metro (“HM”). However, the invention
of new technologies over the years has
heavily impacted circulation, advertising,
and readership.
According to Nielsen, Malaysia’s total
advertising expenditure (“adex”) for 2018
was RM5.7 billion, a 12% decrease from
RM6.4 billion in 2017. This downtrend
is also reflected in NSTP’s adex for
its newsprint titles, dropping notably
by 26% in 2018. Interest in reading
newspapers among Malaysians has
also decreased. English newspaper
readership declined to 6% between July
2017 and June 2018, while readers of
Malay newspapers dropped to 38% in
2018 from 50% five years ago.
While traditional adex and readership
decrease, digital adex and consumption
have risen significantly. In Malaysia,

internet penetration stands at 79% while
mobile users form 68% of the total
population. With the fast-paced digital
world becoming increasingly present in
our lives, we believe that a strategy that
embraces digital is the way forward for
NSTP to not only remain relevant, but to
prosper.

FROM PRINT TO A DIGITAL-FIRST
MINDSET
NSTP’s transformation involves a
dramatic shift in the way we think and
the strategies we adopt, to evolve to a
digital-first mindset that complements
our print operations. We have
implemented new ways to deliver news
across our renowned brands, and to
effectively engage with our readers and
advertisers.
According to Comscore Inc, NSTP’s
online brands, BH, HM and NST, are
among the top sources for news in
Malaysia with 4 million, 3.8 million and
1.7 million average monthly unique
visitors respectively in 2018.

Wany Hasrita won Most Popular Artiste at the
Anugerah Bintang Popular Berita Harian 31 which
recorded 6 million television viewers and 1 million
viewers on digital platforms

NSTP took home three awards at the Asian Media Awards 2018 ceremony, organised by the World Association
of Newspapers and News Publishers in Nusa Dua, Bali
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BHARIAN.COM.MY*
MONTHLY UNIQUE VISITORS IN 2018
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HMETRO.COM.MY*
MONTHLY UNIQUE VISITORS IN 2018
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NST.COM.MY
MONTHLY UNIQUE VISITORS IN 2018
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Our digital strategy also includes using
social media channels to attract younger
readers, boost brand awareness, and
drive traffic to our news portals. We have
a dedicated social media team to roll
out a variety of content on Instagram,
Facebook, and YouTube, to report news
in interactive ways that could spark
interest among younger audiences.
We are scaling this up as we continue
to innovate and experiment with new
avenues.
In 2018, we introduced 14 hyper-local
Facebook pages, dedicated to Malaysian
states and the news that concerns their
local community. This allows us to build
better relationships with our readers
through connecting with them in ways
that are closer to home.

TOP 5 PERFORMING HYPER-LOCAL FACEBOOK PAGES
State

Facebook Page

Reach
(up to October 2018)

Sabah

Hello Urang Sabah

269,500

Sarawak

Aritok

238,900

Kedah/Perlis

Mai Gebang

113,100

Selangor

Gerbang Ehsan

79,600

Kelantan

Set Kito

41,700

We also introduced short video news
formats for Facebook and YouTube
across our brands. NST launched
two shows — 10 Quickies, which puts
a spotlight on Malaysia’s favourite
personalities, celebrities, and politicians,
and On The Pulse, an in-depth expose on
hot-button national issues.
HM has used Instagram Stories to report
breaking news which resulted in a 64%
increase in followers in October 2018
against the comparative period. We
introduced a new Instagram account for
HM’s entertainment section — RAP Harian

Metro — which registered more than 4.9
million impressions within 7 days.
We have also taken advantage of
our digital channels to promote our
popular awards show, Anugerah Bintang
Popular BH (“ABPBH”). Our publicity
campaign for ABPBH 31 in 2018,
themed Infinity, focused on social media
and digital platforms to reach out to
younger audiences. The awards show
registered an 15.4% increase in television
viewership and a significant increase in
online live-streaming for all platforms.

ABPBH 2018

ABPBH 2017

TV Viewership

6 million

5.2 million

ABPBH Microsite

7.4 million

5.2 million

Total Votes

24 million

1.5 million

Total Live-Streaming

1 million
(YouTube, tonton, FB
Live and instagram)

256,000
(YouTube and tonton)
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HIJAB & HEELS
PERFORMANCE REVIEW
(JANUARY-NOVEMBER
2018)

1,171,377
UNIQUE VISITORS (USERS)
NEW HORIZONS
Two years ago, we introduced content
verticals to enter new business
landscapes via a customer-centric
approach.
NSTP’s strong following for its
educational content has led us to form
an Education Vertical which consists of
our Didik Minda print supplement, online
portal FullAMark, and our most recent
digital product, Mind Campus. Our
content and digital tools are being used
by schools nationwide with more than
35,000 registered users on FullAMark
and over 82,000 downloads of Mind
Campus in 2018.
We introduced a new lifestyle content
vertical to offer new value-added
alternatives through a customer-centric
approach. Under this vertical, we
launched Hijab & Heels, a lifestyle portal
for aspiring Muslim women. Since going
live in January 2018, it has recorded over
1.2 million unique visitors and over 2.3
million pageviews according to Google
Analytics.

We have taken our ability to target and
capture large audiences into organising
events. In 2018, we continued another
successful run on the MyRumah Property
Showcase which targets homebuyers and
property investors. Held in five venues
across Malaysia, the event attracted more
than 58,500 visitors with a total of 79
properties sold by participating property
companies.

1,194,138

Our popular road bike cycling event, the
C-Cycle Challenge, entered its second
run in September 2018 at Eco Sanctuary,
Kota Kemuning. More than 1,000 cyclists
participated in the event which included
members of the public and corporate
clients. With the continuous success of
C-Cycle, EcoWorld is keen to continue
the partnership in 2019.

2,252,028

NEW UNIQUE VISITORS
(NEW USERS)

1,976,155
VISIT/SESSIONS

PAGEVIEWS

2,105,294
UNIQUE PAGEVIEWS

More than 1,000 cyclists participated in the C-Cycle Challenge at Eco Sanctuary, Kota Kemuning in September
2018
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GOING LEAN
NSTP’s performance has been affected
by the structural shift in media
consumption amid higher operating
costs and weaker adex. We need to
focus our resources in key growth areas,
specifically in the digital and commerce
segments, while exercising prudent
financial and risk management. Our
initiatives to go asset-light in 2018 is
supportive of the Group’s transformation
as it not only strengthens our balance
sheet, but allow us to focus our resources
in key growth areas in digital and
commerce.
These initiatives include disposing our
entire interest in Malaysian Newsprint
Industries Sdn Bhd (“MNI”) for a net gain
of RM45.6 million, a move which enabled
NSTP to recoup part of its investment in
MNI which had been fully written down
last year.
To maximise the value of our existing
assets, we entered into a sale and
leaseback agreement of our properties
with PNB Development for a total cash
consideration of RM280 million. The
properties include Balai Berita Shah Alam
and Balai Berita Bangsar.
This move, which has received
overwhelming support from our
shareholders, will better position NSTP
for new revenue opportunities and
expansion in the digital segment as
the Group recorded a gain of RM133.1
million and will be able to save
approximately RM22.2 million on interest
expenses as well as reduce our gearing
level.
To further cut down operational costs,
we embarked on a collaboration
with Kumpulan Media Karangkraf’s
(“Karangkraf”) printing subsidiary
Ultimate Print Sdn Bhd (“Ultimate Print”)
on the logistics and distribution of
Karangkraf’s newspaper, Sinar Harian.

The logistics division of Balai Berita Shah
Alam is now utilised to distribute Sinar
Harian to the Southern region. Our plant
in Pulau Pinang, Balai Berita Prai, has
been leased to Ultimate Print, where both
NSTP and Karangkraf newspapers are
printed. Meanwhile, NSTP is responsible
for the distribution of both companies’
newspapers in the Northern region.

“NSTP’S INCREASING DIGITAL
REACH IS PROOF THAT OUR
DIGITAL STRATEGIES ARE ON
THE RIGHT TRACK. WE BELIEVE
WE HAVE LAID DOWN THE RIGHT
FOUNDATION TO TRANSFORM OUR
BUSINESS TO MEET THE DEMANDS
OF THE NEW MEDIA LANDSCAPE.”

MOVING FORWARD
NSTP’s increasing digital reach is proof
that our digital strategies are on the right
track. We believe we have laid down
the right foundation to transform our
business to meet the demands of the
new media landscape.
The next element is to use big data to
drive content generation which can be
pushed based on the demands and
preferences of each reader.
While we recognise that going digital
is the way forward, we are mindful
that the traditional print business still
contributes a significant amount to our
bottom-line. We believe our print media
is still very much relevant, profitable and
vital for strategic reasons such as brand
awareness and recall. We will continue to
focus on enhancing our digital platforms
as well as our print media.
New offerings, work approaches and
processes, cross-platforms, and crossbrand convergences, the creation of
verticals, the monetisation of content,
cost optimisation and new mindsets, are
just some of our strategies to transform
NSTP into a leading digital publisher. We
will continue to upload the strong, deep
rooted values of responsible journalism
and reporting integrity for our three
brands.
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RIPPLE
Redefining the rules of
audience engagement

10 million
“ACCORDING TO A 2018 GFK RAM
WAVE 2 REPORT, ALMOST 20 MILLION
MALAYSIANS LISTEN TO RADIO
EVERY WEEK — THAT’S 96% OF
THE POPULATION. ALMOST 79% OF
MALAYSIANS LISTEN TO RADIO WHILE
DRIVING, 73% WHILE RELAXING, 57%
WHILE WORKING, AND 50% DURING
HOMEWORK OR HOUSEHOLD DUTIES.”
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SOCIAL MEDIA
FOLLOWERS

3.2 million
AVERAGE DIGITAL
LISTENERSHIP

280 million

TOTAL DIGITAL VIDEO
VIEWS
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SuperDeals is a voucher focused e-commerce
platform featuring attractive deals ranging from food
and beverage, beauty and spa, travel services and
activities

Take everything that you know about
traditional radio and throw it out of the
window. The rise in digital consumption
and new revenue trends means that the
business is no longer just about deejays
and selling radio spots.
Trends are changing faster than ever
and our audiences have migrated to the
digital realm. Nonetheless, radio is still
very prevalent in our lives. According
to a 2018 Gfk RAM Wave 2 report,
almost 20 million Malaysians listen to
radio every week — that’s 96% of the
population. Almost 79% of Malaysians
listen to radio while driving, 73% while
relaxing, 57% while working, and
50% during homework or household
duties. Consumers are also exposed to
radio advertisements more frequently
compared to other mediums.

Ripple introduces seven new digital brands that aims
to engage with audiences in a more personal and
meaningful way

Radio also has the highest social media
engagement with over 67% of media
consumers interacting with radio’s social
handles in comparison to other mediums.
This data is telling of the potential of
merging both traditional and digital tools
to effectively reach out to consumers
today. We saw this as an opportunity for
us to enhance the way we engage with
our followers and to new consumers in a
more meaningful way.

In October 2018, we transformed our
radio segment to stay relevant with
the evolving demands of consumers
and clients today. One of our greatest
strengths is our ability to actively connect
with audiences on-air, online, and onground. We took that to heart when
we introduced Ripple – an audiencefocused company that aims to engage
with communities creatively through
synergising digital media, broadcast, and
commerce.
Ripple consolidates our radio broadcast
brands — Fly FM, Hot FM, One FM, and
Kool FM — and digital brands — Dhia,
Donna, Lunaria, Thelaki, Likely, Chapters,
Wakeke, and Ais Kacang as well as an
e-commerce brand, SuperDeals — under
one roof to reach out to audiences across
various age, race, and gender groups.
We took this a step further by engaging
with audiences with data-driven content,
conversations, and experiences.
We are pleased to report our digital
community includes over 10 million
social media followers, more than 3.2
million average digital listenership, and
over 280 million total digital video views
in 2018.

Ripple continued to deliver compelling content that
attracts consumers’ interests such as Flydol: Sing It
To Win It
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Our broadcast
community

More than 1 million
listeners

Almost 3 million
listeners

No. 2 English Radio
Listenership for age
below 30 years old

No. 2 Malay radio
station for listeners
below 30 years old

Listenership for age
below 30 years old
increased by 43%

Exclusive listeners grew
by 34% to 575,000

57% increase in high
HHI (> RM 8,001)

19% increase in high
HHI (> RM 8,000)

No. 1 TSL (Time Spent
Listening) in Chinese
Language Station for
age below 30 years old
No. 2 Chinese Radio
Listenership for age
below 35 years old
54% increase in high
HHI (> RM 4,001)

More than 600,000
listeners
49% increase in high
HHI (>RM 8,001)
PMEBs and other white
collars grew by 64%
92% urban listeners

87% urban listeners

66% are PMEBs, others
are white collars, and
students

More than 1 million
social media followers

7.2 million social
media followers

More than 1 million
social media followers

Almost 500k social
media followers

Almost 7 million total
digital video views

224 million total digital
video views

26 million total digital
video views

43 million total digital
video views

112k average unique
digital listeners

495k average unique
digital listeners

158k average unique
digital listeners

134k average unique
digital listeners

Student listenership
grew by 19%
PMEBs and other white
collar grew by 45%
Our digital
community

NEW HORIZONS
The results of this transformation have
been beneficial for the company.
The synergy between our traditional
broadcast and digital brands has formed
a holistic and collaborative ecosystem
to effectively grow digital and consumer
revenue. By filling in audience gaps
with new digital brands and data-driven
content, we can address and serve all our
stakeholders better.
Our new digital brands have also
increased our digital following which
in turn, has driven growth for our
e-commerce venture, SuperDeals,
an e-commerce platform available in
English, Bahasa Malaysia and Chinese.
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SuperDeals offers a variety of attractive
deals for food and beverage, beauty and
spa, travel and so much more.
SuperDeals provides an easy way for
consumer to shop anytime, anywhere via
computer and mobile devices with ease
of mind through our secure payment
method. Through the new digital
brands, we can venture into connecting
consumer to consumer transaction once
we reach a sizable community.

DELIVERING COMPELLING CONTENT
Aside from our business transformation,
we continued to deliver compelling
content that attracts our consumers’

interests. These include the return of
Flydol: Sing It To Win It, Fantastik 4, Super
Karoks Bonanza, and Wanted Love. Our
passion to create compelling content for
music, lifestyle, and entertainment, never
stops as it is key to growing listenership
for each station and extending our
audience reach.
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Ripple is an audience-focused company that aims to engage with communities creatively through synergising digital media, broadcast, and commerce

MOVING FORWARD
Ripple leverages the strength of its
brands and massive reach to create new
revenue opportunities and target new
consumer groups. The new direction
will also provide a more holistic solution
for advertisers to reach out to a specific
audience segment across different
platforms. Moving forward, Ripple will
continue to unlock the value of our
existing assets through digital innovation
and commerce-oriented strategies across
the Group.

“THE SYNERGY BETWEEN OUR
TRADITIONAL BROADCAST AND
DIGITAL BRANDS HAS FORMED A
HOLISTIC AND COLLABORATIVE
ECOSYSTEM TO EFFECTIVELY
GROW DIGITAL AND CONSUMER
REVENUE. BY FILLING IN
AUDIENCE GAPS WITH NEW
DIGITAL BRANDS AND DATA-DRIVEN
CONTENT, WE CAN ADDRESS AND
SERVE ALL OUR STAKEHOLDERS
BETTER.”
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BIG TREE
An immersive frontier

CONVERGING
AUDIENCE
WITH OOH AND ONLINE OFFERINGS
“IN MALAYSIA, BIG TREE CONTINUES
TO THRIVE AS THE LEADING OOH
ADVERTISING SOLUTIONS PROVIDER
WITH AN EXTENSIVE SUITE OF STATIC
AND DIGITAL OFFERINGS IN CITIES,
EXPRESSWAYS, TRANSIT NETWORK,
RETAIL HUBS AND AIRPORTS ACROSS
THE NATION. TODAY, WE REMAIN AHEAD
OF OTHER OOH COMPANIES WITH A
44% MARKET SHARE IN MALAYSIA.”

AT PREMIUM LOCATIONS
ACROSS MALAYSIA

NATIONWIDE PRESENCE

AIRPORTS

ON-GROUND
EXPERIENTIAL
ACTIVITIES

EXPRESSWAY
TRANSIT
NETWORK
RETAIL HUBS
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MIRI BUS
SHELTERS

KEY CITIES/TOWNS
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While the rise in new technologies
and digital media consumption has
affected many traditional media players
worldwide, out-of-home (“OOH”)
advertising continues to grow as a
popular choice among brands today
with digital OOH featuring prominently
in the media mix to reach today’s hyper
connected consumer.

The award-winning media that includes Sexy Curve
along the MRT Sungai Buloh — Kajang line at Pusat
Bandar Damansara, Beamer Series at Semantan, MRT
Bukit Bintang Station Dress Up, Halo Panels and LuMi
Series at Persiaran Surian, and Halo Panels at
Sungai Buloh and Kajang

Even the world’s most popular over-thetop video streaming platform, Netflix,
is known to frequently promote their
original content on billboards. According
to reports, Netflix is eyeing to invest
millions in an OOH company based in
Los Angeles, a move that could help
the company save costs and maintain a
high profile in the world’s entertainment
capital.
In Malaysia, Big Tree continues to
thrive as the leading OOH advertising
solutions provider with an extensive suite
of static and digital offerings in cities,
expressways, transit network, retail hubs
and airports across the nation. Today, we
remain ahead of other OOH companies
with a 44% market share in Malaysia.

Big Tree builds its business around
creativity and innovation to beautify
the landscape of cities and public
infrastructure. Throughout 2018, we
executed many initiatives to capture
a wider and diverse audience by
strategically expanding our inventory.
We also strive to strengthen our market
position by enhancing our existing assets
using cutting-edge technology.

GOTTA CATCH ‘EM ALL
Big Tree is constantly on the lookout
for opportunities to capture large
audiences effectively in prime locations
after all, our OOH solutions advocate
“Dynamic Moments” for brands to
significantly reach audiences along
their daily journeys, at multiple touchpoints. By having inventory in cities, on
expressways, transit, retail hubs, and
airports, advertisers’ messages would
dynamically institute brand experiences
at almost every location the audience
travels.

In recognising the effectiveness of digital OOH, we
rejuvenated our site at Masjid Jamek LRT Station,
now known as Zippy Wall. The entrance and exit
point of this high-ridership interchange station now
offers twenty digital screens with wall stickers to
heighten the interest of commuters towards brand
messages
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KLCC Convex Crossing, which connects Suria KLCC
to the KL Convention Centre, reaches over 1.1 million
users monthly

In 2018, we acquired new sites to solidify
our presence and reach in the Klang
Valley. Our LRT Extended Lines media
covers the LRT Kelana Jaya, Ampang &
Sri Petaling lines. These train lines cut
across Kuala Lumpur’s satellite cities —
Putra Heights, Ara Damansara, Subang
Jaya, USJ, Puchong, and Bukit Jalil — and
allows advertisers to reach the affluent
young crowds who are trendy and
influential, as well as the fast-paced urban
professionals. Our in-station and external
inventories on these lines, such as Wall
Glitz, Vista Series, Halo Panels, and LuMi
Series, would ensure multiple impacts
and recall to targeted audiences.

Other site acquisitions include the
Kerinchi Link expressway where we
established our signature Halo LED
to capture the attention of road users
commuting between Petaling Jaya,
Damansara, Semantan, and Jalan Duta.
We have also established a digital OOH
footprint in Subang Jaya and USJ with
the Cubig Series, a site which enables
advertisers to engage with the urban,
affluent, and professional segments.
Beyond the Peninsular, we established
multiple overhead panels at high-traffic
connecting roads in Kuching, Sarawak,
targeting both locals and travellers.

Along the MRT Sungai Buloh — Kajang
line, we amplified our presence with
award-winning media which includes
Sexy Curve at Pusat Bandar Damansara,
Beamer Series at Semantan, MRT Bukit
Bintang Station Dress Up, Halo Panels
and LuMi Series at Persiaran Surian, and
Halo Panels at Sungai Buloh and Kajang.

IN-TREND
In this fast-changing media environment,
we frequently revisit our sites to ensure
that they stay relevant with trends
for brand messages to be effectively
delivered.

To ensure effective delivery of brand messages, we upgraded various media across the Klang Valley such as our site along Jalan Tun Razak with the Halo Unipole - this
enhanced its size by 400% and includes eye-catching halo LED parameter to effectively target the urban commuters to and from KL city centre
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In 2018, the KLCC Convex Crossing
underwent extensive refurbishment and
premiumisation to enhance audiences’
brand experience. This pedestrian
tunnel crossing, which connects Suria
KLCC to the KL Convention Centre,
reaches over 1.1 million users monthly.
The rejuvenated KLCC Convex Crossing
imparts a 360-stimulation of the senses
with the embellishment of lengthy wall
graphics and extensive lightboxes, which
allows brands to deliver an immersive
experience to audiences.
In recognising the effectiveness of digital
OOH, we rejuvenated our site at Masjid
Jamek LRT station, now known as Zippy
Wall. The entrance and exit point of
this high-ridership interchange station
now offers twenty digital screens with
wall stickers to heighten the interest of
commuters towards brand messages.
To ensure effective delivery of brand
messages, we upgraded various media
across the Klang Valley such as our site
along Jalan Tun Razak with the Halo
Unipole — this enhanced its size by
400% and includes eye-catching halo
LED parameter to effectively target the
urban commuters to and from KL city
centre. Our media along AKLEH, an
intra-urban highway, has been upgraded
with halo LED parameter on multiple
overhead panels and a wall banner.
Along the Ampang & Sri Petaling LRT
Line, our Vertical Lightboxes underwent
an aesthetic upgrade with a sleeker
appearance to provide seamless visual
presentation with the Kelana Jaya Line.

CARVING OUR NICHE
Technology plays an increasingly
important role in the delivery of content.
At Big Tree, we have invested in new
technologies to effectively engage
with audiences. In 2018, we introduced
dynamic digital content at selected
digital OOH assets around the Klang
Valley. This real-time feature enables
brands to engage with targeted

audiences in a dynamic and personalised
way through digital OOH screens.
Our clients have used this feature to
execute various campaign goals. In
the Kuala Lumpur city centre, Samsung
dominated the Cubig Series at Bukit
Bintang to live-stream the launch of
Samsung Galaxy A from New York. In
Bangsar, the incorporation of advanced
vehicle identification technology on
our digital screens at Cubig at Bangsar,
has enabled our client, Shell, to serve
personalised visuals to specific vehicle
models on site.
Aside from digital innovations, Big
Tree also strives to deliver innovative
campaigns for brands. The Bad Lab
campaign using the LuMi Series at
TTDI, serves as a good example of how
brands can use traditional OOH media
to generate online buzz. This talk-of-thetown campaign with Bad Lab involved
converting a regular branding visual on
the LuMi Series at TTDI with graffiti art
overnight. These activities of the night
heightened brand awareness after it went
viral across numerous social media and
online platforms.
Meanwhile, Big Tree’s Adoption media
offers advertisers to achieve impact in
premiering new products or showcase
industry-leadership branding. Through
Adoption, advertisers can display
products or branding in a package
of lightboxes, pillars and 3D ambient
display along the Damansara Link. Pepsi
occupied a package of Adoption and
featured an eye-catching 3D ambient
of the Pepsi can with its logo, appealing
to the affluent and urban audience
commuting along this key route.

MOVING FORWARD
With the rapid urbanisation of the Klang
Valley, Big Tree remains committed
to ensure that its OOH offerings stay
relevant with the changes to cityscapes
and consumer behaviour. Despite

being recognised as a traditional
media company, our OOH solutions
have evolved accordingly with
the incorporation of cutting-edge
technology, heightened visual quality,
creative execution, and enhanced stature.
Moving into 2019, we will continue to
expand and enhance our inventory,
and find ways to inculcate innovations
and creativity into our client offerings.
Nonetheless, we remain cautious in
view of persistent industry challenges
which includes high site rental costs
and authority fee, and intense sales
competition and occupancy optimisation.
Our next step involves diving deeper into
the digital realm by connecting OOH to
consumers through their mobile devices
using cutting-edge technology to boost
offline and online traction for advertisers.
OOH is viewable all-day, everyday, and
achieves 84% noticeability weekly which
makes it an effective medium to prompt
consumers on their digital devices.

“MOVING INTO 2019, WE WILL
CONTINUE TO EXPAND AND
ENHANCE OUR INVENTORY,
AND FIND WAYS TO INCULCATE
INNOVATIONS AND CREATIVITY
INTO OUR CLIENT OFFERINGS.
NONETHELESS, WE REMAIN
CAUTIOUS IN VIEW OF PERSISTENT
INDUSTRY CHALLENGES WHICH
INCLUDES HIGH SITE RENTAL
COSTS AND AUTHORITY FEE, AND
INTENSE SALES COMPETITION AND
OCCUPANCY OPTIMISATION.”
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Primeworks Studios
Asian Stories for the World

5,000
“AT PRIMEWORKS STUDIOS, OUR
MISSION IS TO BRING ‘ASIAN STORIES
FOR THE WORLD’. TO DO THAT,
WE STRIVE TO BE INNOVATIVE AND
CREATIVE IN DELIVERING THE BEST
ASIAN CONTENT FOR ALL AUDIENCES.
IN 2018, WE RELEASED OUR BIGGEST
FILM PRODUCTION WHICH ALSO
PREMIERED TO A GLOBAL AUDIENCE
VIA THE WORLD’S LARGEST VIDEO
STREAMING SERVICE.”
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HOURS OF CONTENT
PRODUCED ANNUALLY

OVER

50

COUNTRIES
TELEVISE EJEN ALI

100,000 PULANG
HOURS OF DRAMAS
IN OUR LIBRARY

AVAILABLE FOR
STREAMING
WORLDWIDE
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Datuk Ahmad Izham Omar, CEO of Primeworks
Studios, launched Ejen Ali The Movie which is slated
for release in December 2019

Alif & Sofia has been greenlit as the second
animation IP for full production

Primeworks Studios serves as Malaysia’s
largest content production company
with over 5,000 hours of compelling
content produced annually for a range
of platforms including television,
cinema and digital. Our library has over
100,000 hours of dramas, reality shows,
documentaries, films, award shows and
many more. This presents Primeworks
Studios with many unique opportunities
to generate new revenue streams
through content distribution and creating
extensions of our intellectual properties
(“IP”).
At Primeworks Studios, our mission is
to bring “Asian stories for the world”. To
do that, we strive to be innovative and
creative in delivering the best Asian
content for all audiences. In 2018, we
released our biggest film production
which also premiered to a global
audience via the world’s largest video
streaming service. We also continued
to unlock the value of our popular
intellectual properties for digital and
product extensions.

DELIVERING COMPELLING CONTENT
We have taken our love for good stories
to a new level with our film, Pulang,
which is Primeworks Studios’ largest film
production in its history. This epic love
story made it to the big screen with stateof-the-art special effects and the best
in digital computer-generated imagery
(“CGI”), lifting Malaysian cinema to a new
level.
Meanwhile, one of our most popular
shows, Ejen Ali, continued strong into
2018 following the highly successful
run of the first season of the popular
animated series in 2017. Ejen Ali Season
2 finished on a high note in March 2018,
reaching 2 million eyeballs weekly on
TV3. Subsequently, it premiered on
MNCTV Indonesia and Disney Channel in
the same year.

We are excited to announce that Ejen
Ali the Movie is slated for release in
December 2019. The movie will feature
new agents, new gadgets and a more
immersive look into the fictional world of
Ejen Ali.
Beyond Ejen Ali, three animation
projects — Alif & Sofia, Iffins, and Fridgies
— completed their pilots in 2018. The
projects made their first international
debut in MIPJunior 2018, the leading
showcase for kids programming in
Cannes, France. These animations
are now available for pre-sale, with
opportunities for broadcasting rights,
licensing and merchandising rights, and
co-production.
Alif & Sofia has also been greenlit as the
second animation IP for full production
investment under the Malaysia Creative
Content Export Fund (“MYCEF”), in
collaboration with Malaysia Digital
Economy Corporation (“MDEC”). Aimed
at the pre-school audience, the digitalfirst IP is set for release in the second
quarter of 2019.

BEYOND THE SCREEN
Over the years, we have created content
that can branch out into a variety of
extensions in an effort to unlock the full
value of our IP. Popular content, such as
Ejen Ali and Pulang, have transcended
their traditional spaces by going into
merchandising, novels, mobile games
and even on the body of an airplane.
One of our biggest successes is Ejen
Ali. We launched its own merchandise,
forged a strategic partnership with
AirAsia and Big Bad Wolf, a partnership
with Mamee Monster Biskidz and a
distribution deal with Disney Channel.
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In March 2018, AirAsia and Ejen Ali
launched MATA Spy Jet, an AirAsia
Airbus A320 aircraft decked out with
Ejen Ali livery design. The launch is a
culmination of the #MisiAspirasiAirAsia
campaign, a partnership between
Ejen Ali and AirAsia that emphasises
four values – being aspirational, thrifty,
friendly and kind, with the aim to inspire
and empower more kids to be the future
leaders of the world.
In merchandising, Ejen Ali’s range of
plush toys and IRIS glasses are available
in stores nationwide at Toy World outlets,
Parkson, Metrojaya and Hamley’s. Ejen Ali
is also the first local animation to have its
merchandise available in BookXcess at a
dedicated section in the bookstore. The
back-to-school line of Ejen Ali products
was further extended with the launch
of BATA school shoes nationwide in
December 2018.
In addition, Ejen Ali’s first major carnival
— codenamed Misi: MATA Academy —
was held at IOI City Mall, Putrajaya, in
conjunction with the December 2018
school holidays. The event was an
experiential activation for kids, where
they participated in a secret agent’s
training programme to get certified as
a MATA Ejen. Other activities during the
carnival include a meet and greet with
Ejen Ali and Alicia mascots, contests,
and sales of Ejen Ali’s full range of
merchandise. The overall turnout for the
carnival was estimated at 70,000 people,
and is expected to be the first of many in
2019.
Ejen Ali’s popularity was boosted by the
introduction of two mobile games first
launched in 2016. Developed by Media
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A screenshot of the Ejen Ali mobile game which
recorded an increase in downloads in 2018

Prima Labs, the two games registered a
significant increase in mobile downloads
in 2018.
Mamee Monster Biskidz renewed their
licensing and merchandising partnership
with Ejen Ali into Year 2. Part of the
extension was a customised Augmented
Reality mobile game app created by
Media Prima Labs, which is available on
all Android devices. The mobile game
features Augmented Reality characters,
which players can earn when they
purchase Mamee Monster Biskidz and
scan a collectable card that comes with
the packaging.

“WE ARE EXCITED TO ANNOUNCE
THAT EJEN ALI THE MOVIE
IS SLATED FOR RELEASE IN
DECEMBER 2019. THE MOVIE WILL
FEATURE NEW AGENTS, NEW
GADGETS AND A MORE IMMERSIVE
LOOK INTO THE FICTIONAL WORLD
OF EJEN ALI.”
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Primeworks Studios has also created
extensions of its popular IPs into novels
such as Dia, the popular drama series
which was published into a novel by
MPH.
Our film Pulang also transcended into
the novel realm with thousands of Pulang
novels distributed nationwide. It became
the Top 2 local bestseller in MPH in its
first launch week and featured at Popular
bookstores’ Pilihan Popular Wadah Jiwa
Bangsa. Pulang was also selected as one
of Malaysia’s Top 50 titles featured at the
2018 Frankfurt Book Fair.
BEYOND MALAYSIA
Primeworks Studios has made great
strides in selling content overseas and
to global over-the-top video streaming
services. In 2018, our animations, dramas
and documentaries were available in
countries such as Brunei, India, Korea,
Singapore, the UAE, and the US.
We partnered with The Rights Xchange
Limited, an online deal-making platform
that enables television rights buyers and
sellers from around the world to connect
and complete licensing deals. This

enables us to push our content into new
markets and increase revenue beyond
Malaysia.
We also secured a deal with Ali Huda,
a video streaming platform that caters
for Muslim children, making the Emmynominated animated series Saladin
available worldwide.

MOVING FORWARD
We are committed to strengthening our
brand as a content creation company
and keep to our vision as providers of
Asian Stories for the World. Our mission
is to continue to expand our footprint
regionally via content sales and coproductions, to improve the quality of
our productions and to focus on new
business development.

Primeworks Studios increased its
audience reach with Ejen Ali Season
2, which has garnered commendable
ratings in the Philippines and Thailand.
The show is also available across
Southeast Asia including East Timor,
Republic of Palau and Papua New
Guinea. To date, Ejen Ali is available in
over 50 countries.
In film distribution, Pulang was released
in cinemas nationwide on 26 July 2018
in 89 screens across Malaysia and Brunei
in its opening week. The film collected
RM2.27 million in box office sales. Pulang
also premiered globally on Netflix,
making Primeworks Studios a proud
producer of a Netflix Original film.

Pulang premiered to a global audience as a Netflix original film, marking its global debut
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